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Abstract: This paper addresses an optimized management of a storage energy battery which is part
of a microgrid with a connection to the main grid and is supplied by a photovoltaic (PV) power plant.
The main contribution of this paper is to consider uncertainty in electricity price while managing
the battery storage. The forecasted value for demand and PV unit are predicted by a seasonal
autoregressive integrated moving average model (SARIMA)—capable of accurately characterizing
both seasonality effects and tail fatness. The optimal operation of the battery is determined by
resolving a linear optimization program in which the objective function comprises the conditional
value at risk (CVaR). Using CVaR ensures that the demand is fully supplied while minimizing the risk
and operational cost. The cost function is the difference between power sold and bought subject to
the charging and discharging rates for the battery and defining upper and lower bounds for the level
of battery charge. The simulation results confirm that the risk consideration has a significant effect on
the optimized management of a storage energy battery in a photovoltaic grid-connected microgrid.
Keywords: conditional value at risk (CVaR); battery storage; optimal management; microgrid;
linear programming

1. Introduction
A major portion of the electricity currently produced in the world is still generated by centralized
systems, based on nuclear power or fossil fuel plants. Changes in the operational and regulatory
nature of traditional power plants and the emergence of low voltage power generation systems, as well
as grid connection, have paved the way for alternative opportunities for the generation of energy close
to the load by the consumers themselves, that is, the distributed generation (DG) of the generated
electric energy, demand response (DR), and energy storage system (ESS) [1–3]. However, this path
leads to the rise of new challenges for the power system management [4].
The potential of DG can be better understood if used in certain subsystems called microgrids.
A microgrid uses DG to supply electricity to the connected customers in a local area grid.
Some literature has provided solutions for the emerging microgrid and its planning. In ref. [5,6],
a new control method which combined thermal comfort optimization in one hand and demand
response management in the other hand is presented. In ref. [7] optimization programming based on
multiagent control for two centralized and decentralized demand responses is suggested. In ref. [8] a
comprehensive review of the latest topologies for the isolated PV microinverters is studied. In ref. [9]
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the dynamic operation and control of microgrid hybrid power systems including a PV system, fuel cell
power, wind, and static VAR compensator is investigated. A power planning method is proposed in
ref. [10] to minimize the storage, utility, loads, and generation cost, as well as the worst-case transaction
cost due to uncertainties of renewable energy resources. This type of grid can be connected to the
interconnected main electrical power system by means of a coupling point with the local utility for
parallel operation [11]. It is also essential that the microgrid has the ability to automatically respond by
disconnecting during disturbances coming from the main grid or from the local grid itself. Within the
microgrid, generation and demand integrate a way to enable consumers to manage their power flows
for the optimization of performance, cost, and reliability during interconnected system changes [12].
The majority of the currently existing electrical power systems were installed many decades ago
and in such a manner that it only allows the power to flow unidirectionally from generation units to
load centers. This may result in operating the power system near the maximum loading point [13] that,
by increasing the negative impacts of end-users on producing emissions [14,15] and endangering the
voltage stability, decreases the system flexibility [16]. As a consequence, several requirements became
necessary for a flexible power system due to the expansion and use of renewable energy sources in
an effective way [17,18]. This will lead to an increase in microgrids with the purpose of enabling
bidirectional power flow between power generation and final customers which is expected to play a
key role in future power networks.
Renewable energy sources such as PV and wind can be connected to the distributed generations
(DG) units and supply the loads and/or charge the energy storage system through the microgrid
technology, which is capable to operate in grid-connected or in islanded operating modes in different
operating conditions. Consequently, the energy storage devices are becoming an inevitable element
of the grid which could lead to the improvement of the grid reliability and resiliency, and could
reduce the necessity to build new transmission or distribution lines [19,20]. This source of energy can
be used to smooth the power demand and reduce the power fluctuations of the renewable energy
sources during the periods of absence of sufficient energy sources on the generation side. In addition,
when considering the long-term, energy storage devices also could have great advantages from an
economical point of view, since they can absorb the inexpensive excess power throughout off-peak
periods and then release it during on-peak hours while the price of the electricity is high. Regarding
the various kinds of energy storage technologies, they are known to have different response times
which can support the power system requirements in different time scales [21]. So, by considering a
short time period, fast-response energy storage devices can alleviate variations between demands and
generation units. However, an efficient use of storage systems will be difficult to achieve, unless a well
organized management system is applied to them.
Several studies have been published in the literature addressing the management problems
between energy storage and renewable energy sources. In ref. [22] an optimal power flow is presented
by an energy storage device which is subjected to several constraints on the mentioned storage
device, power, voltages, and currents. The suggested solver achieves an optimal solution globally
even when the power grid shows a degree of complexity. In ref. [23] an algorithm is applied to a
hybrid ultracapacitor–battery as storage device in order to improve the microgrid efficiency and
decrease its operational cost. This is done by introducing a combined ESS including both a high power
density ultracapacitor and a high energy density battery. In ref. [24] an optimized ESS management
and sizing are presented which takes into account the renewable energy and the dynamic pricing.
The optimization model is framed as a stochastic program which has the intention to minimize the
electricity cost and storage investment while meeting the whole demand. The energy management in
an offline control mode is studied in several studies which are specifically sensitive to the uncertainty.
In ref. [25,26] the authors address the wind power and PV system participation, respectively, in
the frequency control of a power system, but none of them included the uncertainty of the power
generation in their proposed plan. Offline uncertainty is considered in ref. [27] by using stochastic
programming, but they are restricted operationally due to the lack of feedback from real system.
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On the other hand, in some publications, the energy management is considered by an online model
predictive control (MPC) method [28,29]. Although the MPC can enhance the robustness by its feedback
mechanism, their performance is limited due to the complexity of modeling and its associated errors.
In ref. [30] a scheme is proposed to increase the resiliency of a microgrid which is equipped with PV
and battery storage. This is accomplished by considering the uncertainty in the electricity price and
the generated power. In ref. [31] a unit commitment model based on a two-stage stochastic method is
proposed which considers demand response and energy storage. In ref. [32] stochastic optimization is
formulated in two stages, where the decisions made regarding the battery charging and discharging
and the ultracapacitor in the first stage do not change in the second stage. In ref. [33] a virtual power
plant, including a conventional power plant, renewable power generations, and an energy storage
system, is presented in order to find the maximum profit while committing to its bilateral contracts.
Nevertheless, most of the literature on optimal energy management in power systems, including
the mentioned references, minimize the cost or maximize the profit regardless of the uncertainty
consideration in the price, the demand, and renewable energy sources. This is not sufficient for an
efficient and optimal energy management and it is needed to incorporate uncertainty and risk measure
in the problem formulation. In ref. [34] the uncertainties of day-ahead programming are studied under
different scenarios.
In ref. [35] an online optimal energy storage control method is suggested which considers the
uncertainty in the net demand and the renewable power generation prediction. In this case the
problem is formulated based on a mixed integer linear program optimization. The authors in ref. [36]
studied the risk management topic in electricity and fuel markets. Multidimensional modeling is
suggested in ref. [37] with the aim of assessing the performance of a smart grid under risk consideration
and managing the load and demand for the purpose of optimization in operation. The model of
incorporation of the energy storage device with the distributed renewable energy besides the smart
grid structure will support the power performance optimization when it comes to load and demand
control. In the last few years, the value at risk (VaR), known as a risk-based optimization, has been
proposed in the literature [38]. On the other hand, VaR is known for being a noncoherent risk measure
which shows a few limitations, for instance, the absence of coherency and convexity. A fact that deems
it quite unattractive for such types of optimization problems [39].
The risk measure known as the conditional value at risk (CVaR) is, on the other hand, a much
more coherent one which was recently applied to a certain power grid associated problem, in this
case, an optimized energy control model [40]. In ref. [41] an optimum trading of wind power in
day-ahead (DA) electricity markets is proposed under uncertainty while taking into consideration the
wind power generation and prices. Kernel density estimation is used to create a probabilistic wind
power prediction, while the Gaussian distribution is considered for uncertainties in DA and real-time
(RT) prices. An optimized risk-constrained offering strategy, which takes into account the CVaR, is
proposed in ref. [42] for the electricity market in the case of a hybrid electricity power grid which
includes certain elements such as demand response and a wind farm. It is concluded that cooperative
operation of demand response users and wind power producers can decrease the possible risks and
raise the anticipated revenue. A model which combines large-scale penetration of wind and solar
electricity generation with ~50% of annual demand with a baseload coal and nuclear generation is
proposed in ref. [43] where CVaR is used in the objective function with the aim of optimizing the
residual load and then tailoring it in order to fit the baseload generation. In ref. [44] an optimization
model of an electric vehicle aggregator is proposed in order to obtain the real-time flexible bidding
and day-ahead inflexible bidding under several market uncertainties.
In ref. [34] an optimization model of the day ahead planning and management is presented which
takes into account the risk measurement. In this study, a stochastic optimization model is applied
under two scenarios including a risk averse and a risk neutral decision. It is demonstrated that the
day-ahead scheduling can be changed considerably with risk-based decision-making in microgrids.
Moreover, it is shown that determining factors for the savings and risks of the microgrid are the
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capacity configuration and the variability measures. A CVaR risk aversion model is proposed in
ref. [45] with the aim of dynamically schedule a virtual power plant connected with a combined PV,
wind, and ESS system and which also takes into consideration the DR and uncertainty. The results
showed that the model successfully described the virtual power plant (VPP) risk and provided the
decision support means for the decision maker. In ref. [46] a energy trading model is proposed, which
happens to be decentralized, in a day-ahead electricity market with renewable energy generation and
load aggregators’ active participation in DR programs. In this study, in order to reduce uncertainty,
CVaR is applied with the aim to limit the possibility of an elevated renewable generation shortage
with a well definite level of confidence. Finally, a stochastic two-stage unit commitment for Crete and
Lanzarote–Fuerteventura islands with high renewable penetration is proposed in ref. [47] by using
CVaR for an effective management of the uncertainty.
This paper presents an online optimal management for a finite time horizon of a grid connected
microgrid comprising an intermittent renewable energy source, an energy storage device, and a power
demand. The key contribution of this work is the risk consideration of the electricity price which is
incorporated into the optimization problem. The goal is to minimize the cost of the electricity while
supplying the demand as well as ensuring the operation constraints of the energy storage device.
The energy storage device is enforced to have a limitation for its storage level (by not exceeding
the upper and lower limits of the ESS level) and a maximum rate for its charging and discharging
operations. Finally, the CVaR is used to reach a compromise between operational cost and risk
consideration on the price of electricity.
2. The Measurement of the Risk
In this study we assume that f (x,y) represents a loss related with an array of decision variables
x, which in turn is selected from a specific subset X of Rn and selected from the random variable y
in Rm . In this case, the x vector could be understood as an array of existing selections, whereas the
uncertainty set is specified by y vector. Thus, the objective is to achieve the optimal solution for the
decision vector x by minimizing the cost function of the model which, in vector y, is bound to the
uncertainty. As seen in the introduction, VaR is one of the most frequently utilized risk measurements,
meaning that it specifically fit for cases in which loss distribution functions with a fat tail behavior
are employed [48]. By employing a probabilistic approach where the probability density function of y
is represented by P associated with f (x, y) and given a confidence level β, the β-VaR is known as the
minimum cost α for all cases in which the loss probability above β never exceeds 1 − β:
β − VaR = min{α ∈ R : P{ f ( x, y) ≤ α} ≥ β} f or0 ≤ β ≤ 1

(1)

VaR is a popular risk measure mostly known and generally employed in the financial sector.
However, in cases of practical optimization problems, this risk measure is noncoherent and
is undermined by undesirable mathematical properties such as the absence of convexity and
subadditivity, thus making it quite unappealing for optimization purposes. For this reason, the
conditional value at risk (CVaR) is employed in ref. [48] as an improved alternative to VaR, which
is also known as mean shortfall or average value at risk. This makes it mostly suitable for practical
optimization problems which require a real-time solution. Thus, given the confidence level β, CVaR is
given by the following equation.
β − CVaR = Ey ( f ( x, y)| f ( x, y) ≥ β − VaR)

(2)

The above equation specifies the conditional estimated value of the cost, limited to its value
surpassing the β-percentile. When compared to typical robust optimization models, minimizing CVaR
guarantees a higher flexibility in choosing the objective and could also enhance the performance by
utilizing the distributional information on the uncertain parameter y. As a matter of fact, if the CVaR
of the cost is minimized it is also minimized the risk of the system being vulnerable to great losses
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instead of minimizing the worst-case cost scenario. Furthermore, in cases of functions of linear cost,
the minimization of CVaR can be expressed as a modest linear optimization problem, making it more
suitable for practical applications [49].
By utilizing a sample originating from the distribution of the uncertain parameter y, CVaR is
expressed by the following equation.
CVaR β = min(α +

M
1
[ f ( x, yi ) − α]+ )
∑
M (1 − β ) i =1

(3)

where, the positive components of z are given by z+ , β-VaR is given by α, the number of Monte Carlo
routes is represented by M in which the estimated value of β-CVaR in the cost function is assessed,
and finally yi specifies the ith uncertain variable’s created path. In order to reach a resolution for this
problem, it is usually recommended to substitute 0+ with an array of constraints. Thus, the expression
of the CVaR minimization is given by the following equation.
CVaR β = min(α +

M
1
z ) subject to : zi ≥ 0, zi ≥ f ( x, yi ) − α
∑
M (1 − β ) i =1 i

(4)

3. Generation of Scenarios by Utilizing a Seasonal ARIMA Model
The probabilistic configuration of the stochastic process Y can be characterized through the
identification of the combined distribution of its arbitrary variables. This demonstrates both the
connections which occur between all of the variables (also known as statistical dependencies) and
the probabilistic way of every random variable on its marginal distributions. In real circumstances,
the identification of the combined distribution is usually a challenging and exhaustive effort. However,
this can be accomplished if the following postulations are made [50].
(1)

(2)

The considered combined distribution has to be a multivariate Gaussian distribution and has to
be assessed by identifying the average vector and the random variables’ variance–covariance
matrix constituting the stochastic method.
The analyzed stochastic method is deemed stationary, signifying that the variance–covariance
matrix and the mean vector do not depend on time t.

As a result, all autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models rely on the above-mentioned two
assumptions. On the other hand, such principles are not followed in certain stochastic processes, thus,
with the purpose of reaching the wanted proprieties, a few alterations are necessary to be made to the
process. Furthermore, occasionally, several time series events, such as monthly, indicate a seasonality
trend which signifies a relation among observations registered in the course of a comparable period
of time in consecutive time series. The seasonal tie is not the only one, another connection is the
relation among observations noticed in the course of a successive period. Such an observation can
be noticed, for instance, for the load demand in certain smaller periods during the course of the
month which indicates a closely matching profile each week and each day, thus creating an example of
both weekly and daily seasonality. For the case in this study, the quotidian seasonality shows that a
seasonal pattern of a 24 order is considered for an hourly load demand series, thus, signifying that
the demand of day d − 1 at hour h is similar to the load of day d at hour h. This similarity is easily
verified in cases of a weekly seasonality, in which the seasonality order is consequently 24 × 7 = 168.
For such types of conditions, a seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average method (SARIMA)
becomes much better suited in detriment of ARMA. This is due to the fact that SARIMA, by being an
improvement of the ARMA model, takes into account the potential seasonal unit roots and, specially,
the seasonality [51]. Given a stochastic problem featuring a seasonality of order S, the overall equation

average parameters ϑ1 , ϑ2 ,..., ϑQ and a with a differentiation order D. For the case of this study, the
load demand and the PV generation, by displaying time-varying features, are described by the
SARIMA method.
4. Optimal
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D
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(1 − ∑ φj B j )(1 − ∑ ϕ j B jS )(1 − B)G
(ING
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P
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where, theijoutput power of the module at irradiance G I NG is represented by PPV , PSTG represents the
Where, Pt specifies the quantity of power moved commencing in unit i and ending in unit j in the
maximum power of the module at standard test conditions (STC), the incident irradiance is given by
given
stepfor
t. In
equation,
D, G,
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Figure 1. Proposed
Proposed system overview of a microgrid.

The considered
horizon
Assuming
that strolling
is given,
thencould
equalbe
to transformed to be discrete into N intervals of a
S t +1 istime
duration of ∆t while the demand of the power is supplied by any of the following, the ESS, the PV, or
by the grid at every time step. According to Figure 1, for t = 1, 2, . . . , TN , eight decision variables are
available and are shown in the following expression.
Pt = ( PtGD , PtGS , PtPVD , PtPVS , PtPVG , PtSG , PtSD , st )
ij

(7)

where, Pt specifies the quantity of power moved commencing in unit i and ending in unit j in the
given the time step t. In the equation, the superscripts D, G, PV, and S each represent the demand,
grid, PV, and ESS, respectively. In this case st is the quantity of the ESS at the tth time step.
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Assuming that st is given, st+1 is then equal to
S t +1 = s t +

η C ( PtGS + PtPVS ) − ( PtSD + PtSG )
SBattery

(8)

where, SBattery is the maximum capacity of the battery and η C is the charging efficiency. Regarding the
mentioned assumption, the cost, which is imposed to the microgrid system owner while exchanging
power with the grid in each time step, is represented by the following expression (9).
Costt ( Pt , Ct ) = ( PtGD CtGD + PtGS CtGS ) − (η D PtSG CtSG + PtPVG CtPVG )

(9)

where, CtGD , CtGS , CtSG and CtPVG are the electricity prices and η D is the discharging efficiency. In order
to keep the model simple, equal values are given for the prices i.e., CtGD = CtGS = CtSG = CtPVG = Ct
which is acceptable in the majority of the electricity markets. Thus, Equation (10) expresses the cost
function as follows.
Costt ( Pt , Ct ) = [( PtGD + PtGS ) − (η D PtSG + PtPVG )].Ct

(10)

As a consequence, the cost incurred by the owner of the system is identical to the profit achieved
from the power supplied to the load demand by the ESS and the renewable energy resource and
subtracting the cost of the grid supplied power. Thus, at every time step for an optimum operation a
straightforward policy would be the minimization of the cost at tth stage through the resolution of the
subsequent linear optimization equation:
Min Costt ( Pt , Ct )

(11)

In this paper such a strategy will be further labeled as the simple policy. Even though the
aforementioned policy is quite direct, it does not take into account the effect of choices on the ESS
level future condition. So it cannot be a practical stimulating model. The risk neutral policy is another
option to the abovementioned strategy since it takes into account the global cost over the predicting
time horizon. This policy can be assessed by resolving the subsequent linear programming equation:
N

Min

∑ Costt ( Pt , Ct )

(12)

T =1

As a result of the volatility and unpredictable features of the electricity prices, the neutral policy
cannot be, at the same time, a proper method for the ideal energy management since it overlooks the fat
tail characteristic of the electricity price. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the uncertainty
and the risk and at the same time looking for an optimized method to manage the battery performance.
In addition, a different option exists for a neutral and simple policy and this option is called the
risk averse policy. This policy is created integrating the cost function expressed by Equation (9)
inside the VaR minimization shown by Equation (4). By considering the aforementioned risk averse
policy, besides ESS constraints and limitations, the subsequent linear programming equation will be
represented by the following equation.
N

Min [ ∑ (Costt ( Pt , Ct )) + (w × CVaR β )]

(13)

( PtGD CtGD + PtGS CtGS ) − (η D PtSG CtSG + PtPVG CtPVG ) ≤ zi + α

(14)

zi ≥ 0,

(15)

T =1

Subject to
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n
o
PtPVD = min Dt , PtPV ,

(16)

PtPV = PtPVS + PtPVD + PtPVG ,

(17)

Dt = PtGD + η D PtSD + PtPVD ,

(18)

( PtSD + PtSG ) − η C ( PtGS + PtPVS ) ≤ [St − Smin ].SBattery ,

(19)

η C ( PtGS + PtPVS ) − ( PtSD + PtSG ) ≤ [Smax − St ].SBattery ,

(20)

η C ( PtGS + PtPVS ) ≤ ∆SC .SBattery ,

(21)

( PtSD + PtSG ) ≤ ∆S D .SBattery

(22)

in which w represents the weighting factor for concerning the risk, PtPV represents the total generated
power from PV, and Dt is the power demand at each time step t. The constraint (17) specifies that
the PV’s overall produced power is directed to the demand of the load. The constraint represented
by Equation (18) represents the power demand which is entirely provided by the grid, ESS, or PV.
Smax and Smin represent the maximum and minimum admissible charge level of the ESS and the
constraints (19) and (20) and indicate that the amount of storage of the ESS in the succeeding time
step continues larger than Smin and smaller than Smax , respectively. Moreover, 0 ≤ ∆SC ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ ∆S D ≤ 1 give the highest volume for charging. Finally, the discharging rate and constraints (21)
and (22) inhibit the ESS to discharge or charge more rapidly when compared to the conventional rates
for the duration of each time step.
5. Simulation Results
With the purpose of studying the accuracy of the suggested method the simulation outcomes are
further shown. Thus, for this purpose, the case study presented in Chapter 4 and shown in Figure 1
is utilized to analyze and study the proposed strategy. The electricity prices were taken from [53]
while the vital information concerning the PV’s insolation of is given by National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) and can be found in [54]. Additionally, the theoretical load demand is related to
a standard microgrid. Table 1 gives all the necessary characteristics of the ESS. With the intention of
having a realistic estimation of the PV generation and demand, the seasonality effect is considered in
their modeling. It is assumed that 3 MW is the rated power of the PV. The PV generation and demand
are
shown
over
time
horizon
Appl.
Sci. 2018,
7, xthe
FOR
PEER
REVIEWof 168 h in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
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Figure 2. The representation of the power demand.
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Figure 6. Battery storage level for β = 0.99.

Figure7.7.Battery
Batterystorage
storagelevel
levelfor
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Figure
0.99.

BUtilizing the risk averse policy could result in a slightly greater operational cost for the system
owner, but reduces the risk amount significantly, which the system then has to deal with in the future
time. In addition, Figures 8–14 show the power transferred between PV, grid, demand and battery
energy storage, specified as decision variables in Equation 6, under the risk neutral and the risk
averse policy while using a confidence level β = 0.95. As it can be observed in Figures 8, 10 and 14,
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which show the power transferred from the grid to demand, PV to grid, and PV to battery storage,
respectively; there is not much of a difference between the risk averse and the risk neutral policy,
to specify these variables. However Figure 9 demonstrates that power transferred from the grid to the
battery has changed significantly. This shows that risk consideration on the price have a large effect on
the performance of the battery storage. In Figure 11 the amount of power transferred from the PV to
the battery storage is shown. In contrast to the neutral risk policy, there is no power delivered from the
Figure 7. Battery storage level for β = 0.9, β = 0.95, and β = 0.99.
Figure
7. Battery
level
for β = 0.9, β = 0.95, and β = 0.99.
PV to the battery storage
if a risk
aversestorage
method
is employed.

Figure 8. Transferred power from the grid to the demand side.
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gridtotothe
thedemand
demandside.
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Figure 10. Transferred power from the PV to the grid.
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Figure 11. Transferred power from the PV to the storage.
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Figure 13. Transferred power from the storage to the grid.
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6. Conclusions
6. Conclusions
An optimal management method between PV and battery energy storage in a microgrid was
proposed
this paper
based on method
the minimization
of the
conditional
value storage
at risk condition.
With the
An in
optimal
management
between PV
and
battery energy
in a microgrid
was
aim
of
having
a
more
realistic
simulation,
some
constraints
related
to
the
battery
storage
were
included
proposed in this paper based on the minimization of the conditional value at risk condition. With the
inaim
the of
optimization
problem.
These
constraints
were
added to prevent
thethe
battery
charge
levelwere
to
having a more
realistic
simulation,
some
constraints
related to
battery
storage
rise
above or
certain levels.
Furthermore,
several constraints
specify
the ratesthe
forbattery
the charging
included
in below
the optimization
problem.
These constraints
were added
to prevent
charge
and
discharging
conditions.
Real
data
was
used
for
the
simulation
and
it
was
then
verified
that for
there
level to rise above or below certain levels. Furthermore, several constraints specify the rates
the
was
a
considerable
difference
between
the
optimal
management
under
risk
consideration
and
the
charging and discharging conditions. Real data was used for the simulation and it was then verified
optimal
riskwas
neutral
approach. This
difference
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significant
when the
confidence
level β of
that there
a considerable
difference
between
themore
optimal
management
under
risk consideration
CVaR
increased.
The
simulation
results
showed
that
the
proposed
approach
in
this
paper
enhanced
and the optimal risk neutral approach. This difference became more significant when the confidence
the utilization of renewable energy, e.g., PV and wind along with battery storage. By utilizing the
proposed method in this paper, in which it was applied a risk averse policy while managing the battery
energy storage, the system cost slightly increased when compared to the risk neutral policy. However,
it made the system stronger against uncertainty, which is associated to the day-ahead electricity price.
For a future work the rolling horizon approach will be taken into account by considering a robust
method for uncertainty and trying to find a way to show quantitatively the improvement of the system
against uncertainty.
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